Abstract. We determine the second-order approximation of the anti-selfduality equation around a reducible Yang-Mills connection on a compact 1-connected Kahler surface.
The goal of this note is to explain how one can derive an approximation of the anti-self-duality (ASD) equation around a [/(l)-reduction on a compact simply connected Kahler surface. The idea is to study two different moment map models associated to such a reduction. This observation is due to Donaldson as he explained to the author his understanding of a result in [M] . To begin with, we recall first the following general facts about a reducible ASD connection A on a smooth compact simply connected oriented 4-manifold X. We work with a fixed metric mo on X throughout this discussion.
Suppose A is a reducible ASD connection on an 5,f/(2)-bundle P -> X preserving a splitting L@ L~x for some line bundle L -> X, where c2(P) = -L'L = k > 0. It is a well-known fact that a neighbourhood of [A] £ Mk(mo), the moduli space of equivalence classes of mo-anti-self-dual connections on P, can be modelled as an .S'-quotient 4>~X(0)/SX for some finite-dimensional equivariant map where coq is the Kahler form on 7 associated to wo . Given that Y is a Kahler surface, one recalls there is defined a moment map p: s/ -> Q.4(adP) for the gauge group ff action on srf , the space of connections on P (cf. [AB] ). A point of introducing this map is that the zero set p~x(0) in s/ contains precisely mo-ASD connections on P since p(A) = F+(A) Awo by a direct calculation. This interesting relation between the moment map p and the ASD equation leads us to wonder if there is a role for a moment map in the finite-dimensional model (1.1) for the ASD equation. The point is that if A is a reducible connection on P, then it is well known that H\ is a direct sum of complex spaces C and Cg for some p , q > 0 and that the isotropy group YA ~ Sx cff of A acts on these complex spaces with weights 2 on Cp and -2 on C9 (cf. [L] U=i /*=i J associated to this group action and ponder if there is a relation between po and <t>, the map in (1.1) modelling the ASD equation near A . Our main objective here is to exploit this observation and show under appropriate assumptions on Y and L that the map po, if suitably put, is precisely the second-order approximation of <p.
To be more precise, we assume in the following discussion that 0 takes a particular simple form for some complex scalars Z" , wf . Now we can describe the approximation 0o explicitly as follows. Assume vol 7 = 1.
(1.9) Proposition. For a vector v £ HA with \v\ small, we have
Proof. We show 0O satisfies the system of differential equations dik =4ReZ-Ik =4ImZ"--«.-.*'(( where Sx acts diagonally on the spheres S2h^L )_1 and S2h'(L )_1 . Also by varying mo in a small path of metrics, one obtains a parametrized version of (1.12) that enables one to give an analytical proof of [M, Proposition (4.6) ] concerning how a certain moduli space of stable 2-bundles over a complex quadric surface changes as the polarization varies. The details of showing these assertions are left to those interested.
